
 

What a great day and whilst I couldn't claim that it was 'wall to 
wall' sunshine, it was dry, sunny, warm and frankly just perfect 
biking weather.  Today's route took us to Cochem and if  you've 
never been and you get the chance - go as it's just lovely.  This 
place is a bikers paradise with smooth sweeping, swoopy roads to 
enjoy, with the occasional testing 'hairpin' thrown in for good 
measure.  We spent a most enjoyable couple of  hours lunching 
and browsing the shops (I bought a new pair of  shorts, a new hat 
but Alison would not let me buy the Lederhosen I wanted) before 
departing for the Nurburgring! 

Just brilliant and free - you just pull into this car park containing a 
plethora of  bikes and cars of  all denominations, a couple of  
burger vans, find a place to claim as your own, make yourself  
comfortable and settle down to watch a series of  less than stable 
souls drive the vehicle of  their choice around the 12 mile plus 
Nurburgring circuit.  I say vehicle of  choice and of  course there 
are really talented drivers in their Ferraris & Porsche all strutting 
there stuff  but the vast majority by far seem to be basic everyday 
would be 'petrol heads' with a death wish giving it a go!  The high 
spot to me was the 'white transit van man' complete with ladders 
and drains on the roof, who came around the bend completely 
broadside - crackers! 




Grumpy Old Men 

The rest of  the world needs to 
heed this warning! 

The more you tell your men that 
they are grumpy and miserable, 

the greater the chance that 
they'll end up believing it 

themselves! 
I'll bet there's a proverb 
somewhere about that? 
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Unfortunately, for some poor soul there was the inevitable accident, with tow trucks, police and 
ambulances arriving, it began to resemble a 'demolition derby' - at this point we decided to leave and 
refuel before returning to our hotel for the evening.   

We all duly replenished our fuel tanks and were about to set off  when - Rob's bike refused to start, not 
only refused but there was NO life in the battery whatsoever!  Now, was this dejavu - it was only at Easter 
Rob had a new alternator fitted following a very similar incident.  Despite the assistance from the best 
brain power available, that bike wouldn't start and no 'jumping' of  power from one bike to another would 
work and no power seemed to be in the battery it's self.  Eventually, with ever increasing despair, a kindly 
motorist supplied a more substantial source of  power and the bike roared into life.  To cut a a rather long 
story short, against a backdrop of  such considerations as the need for another alternator and or new 
battery and removal of  all accessories etc, it transpired that what was needed was a good clean up of  the 
battery terminals and like magic - hey presto, there was life! 

As luck would have it, the hotel we are staying in has a 
cellar and in the cellar is a typical German 'skittles alley' 
very pucker, very posh and very difficult - well it would 
be for the Ladies, or so we thought!!!!  Later that evening 
the Gentlemen of  the party duly challenged the Ladies 
to a match and with a degree of  condescending (as we 
have one Gentleman too many so to speak - 6 Ladies to 
7 Men) we offered the spare man to bolster the Ladies 
team, just to make it fair so to speak.  Before we began, I 
have to admit there was much derision over 'Girly 

technique' and 
the direction 
the ball had to travel and all accompanied by raucous laughter 
- all male of  course!  I can only say, in all truthfulness that 'Girl 
Power' prevailed - we men were well and truly thrashed - the 
fairer sex didn't even require the input of  their girly/man 
member Chris, we were hammered fair and square - mind you 
their technique did lack a certain flair as it was more genteel 
and 

measured.  Great game girls and very well done! 


That's all for now! 


Stay safe, 


John, Dad 





	 	  


      












































